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Abstract body text:  

An ecological approach for brown rot management is to plant cultivars that are resistant to 

Monilinia spp., the causal agents of brown rot worldwide. Little information is available, 

however, on the identification of genomic regions involved in brown rot resistance. Clearly, 

taking into account both the scarce information on the Monilinia spp.-stone fruit 

pathosystem, and benefits of using environmentally friendly alternatives to synthetic 

fungicides, further studies are needed. The objective of the present study was to investigate 

possible sources of resistance in a breeding program. To achieve this objective, the following 

plant was instituted: i) development of a phenotyping methodology, ii) validation of the 

developed methodology, and iii) application of the developed methodology in an interspecific 

almond (‘Texas’) × peach (‘Earlygold’) population named T1E. The first step encompassed 

determining the effect of different factors (wounding, incubation time, inoculum 

concentration, strain aggressiveness and fruit disinfection) on screening for fruit resistance to 

brown rot. Based on these results, a methodology to establish levels of susceptibility to M. 

fructicola was developed and applied to a set of commercial peaches and nectarines. Then, it 

was applied to fruit from the T1E population over two consecutive harvest seasons (2016 and 

2017). Phenotypic data revealed differences in fruit response and provided complementary 

information (flesh and epidermal resistance). Interestingly, several genotypes that were non-

wounded exhibited resistance to brown rot. Finally, data obtained using the developed 

methodology, combined with QTL analysis, provided the ability to identify several QTLs 

associated with brown rot resistance, including a stable region on G4 of the T1E map. This 

knowledge can provide guidance for researchers assessing resistance to Monilinia spp. in 

different germplasm worldwide and supports the development of ecofriendlystrategies of 



 
 

crop protection, such as marker-assisted selection (MAS). These findings also contribute to a 

better understanding of the mechanisms underlying host resistance factors that are important 

for the selection of seedlings with enhanced brown rot resistance. 
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